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ABSTRACT
This thesis concerns a toolkit designed to assist in learning the behavior of complaint
mechanisms. In the design of complaint mechanisms, increasingly complicated designs behave
in ways that are harder to intuitively predict. This kit would allow for the rapid construction and
disassembly of mechanisms with various constraint arrangements without the need to fabricate
new models for each arrangement. This project includes the prototype of such a kit that would
be manufactured for use in a classroom setting.
The kit itself includes plates used to simulate a rigid ground, flexible components that can be
mounted at variable angles to flat surfaces, and rigid stages to be connected to ground by the
flexible constraint elements. These components are attached to each other using magnets, which
allow them to be completely disassembled for rearrangement or storage.
The resulting prototype worked roughly according to expectations. Rigid components attached
to the kit walls with the flexible elements would translate about 0.3 inches without issue. The
dynamic response of these displacements was very visible. Rotations of rigid stages, however,
moved a few degrees and would not show any pure dynamic response after being released. In
terms of viewing degrees of freedom, however, the kit was helpful in the visualization process.
Thesis Supervisor: Martin Culpepper
Title: Rockwell International Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1

1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this project is to provide a physical apparatus to assist in visualizing the behavior
of flexures. By creating an arrangement of constraints on a rigid stage, the body will only be
able to move in certain directions. By physically manipulating the body, it is possible to see if an
actual arrangement of constraints would behave as expected. With a complex arrangement of
constraints, visualizing this behavior can be especially difficult. A physical model of such an
arrangement would allow one to see its behavior instead of needing to rely on intuition to predict
it. Having a physical model also allows one to see the stage vibrate after being displaced. The
goals of having a physical model are to be able to see the response of a rigid stage to small

displacements by showing its dynamic behavior in addition to seeing its degrees of freedom.

7

A challenge associated with designing compliant mechanisms is that mathematical models of
constraints and degrees of freedom can be hard to explain to others without a physical working

model of the mechanism. One particular type of motion that is difficult to describe is a coupled
degree-of-freedom,

where more than one type of motion is possible, but the two are not

independent. Making quick assemblies of constraints to imitate theoretical designs provides an
inexpensive way of validating theoretical models, understanding design rules, and improving
design understanding.

The final design of the kit is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Toolkit final design.
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1.2 Background

A compliant mechanism is a series of rigid bodies attached together by complaint elements. The
compliant elements of the flexure deform elastically over small displacements with a great deal
of precision, repeatability, and without friction. Because of this, compliant mechanisms are used
extensively in precision instrumentation and various conventional applications. The compliance
of these mechanisms is a product of beam bending and torsion along the flexible components
connecting rigid bodies. These flexible components are accurately modeled as cantilevered
rotary hinges, and their dynamics have been analyzed extensively (Flexures: Elements of Elastic
Mechanisms, 2003). Although important to the actual displacements of flexures used in machine
applications, most the analysis done by Smith is overly detailed for the purpose of this using this
learning tool kit, since quantitative measurements are not taken in its use. The components are

meant to be manipulated by hand, and the resulting motion will show degrees of freedom and
dynamic responses. Many of the hinge types analyzed by Smith eliminate a few degrees of
freedom simultaneously. This kit is not designed to explore the behavior of many different types
of hinges. All the compliant components in this kit are instead intended to simulate an ideal wire

flexure, which only eliminates a single degree-of-freedom.

This toolkit also serves to serve as a link between modeling and prototyping.

Mathematical

models for the constraints imposed by such a flexure have been introduced in a unique way by
Douglass Blanding in Exact Constraint: Machine Design Using Kinematic Principles (1999). In
his work, degrees of freedom are defined not in terms of the conventional three rotations and
three translations, but instead as six pure rotations. Then, by using lines to represent single axis
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constraints, it becomes possible to make a complimentary set of lines that represent degrees of
freedom in terms of the six rotations that Blanding uses. Learning how to find degrees of
freedom from constraints one can get an understanding of constraint design. Building models
using the toolkit is a way to explore and reinforce understanding of constraint design concepts.

Using Blanding's method to model constraints and degrees of freedom, it is possible to predict
the motion of mechanisms with simple arrangements of ideal constraints in the same way that

one would see the motion of a physical representation made using this toolkit. The difficulty in
modeling is that when constraints become arranged in complicated geometries, it then becomes
hard to find the appropriate complimentary set rotational degree-of-freedom axes that exist and
be intuitively convinced the model is predicting the correct behavior.

A set of special cases exist where the arrangement of constraints can produce interesting
behavior.

One behavior Blanding describes is a coupled degree-of-freedom, in which two

freedom lines add vectorially to a resultant degree-of-freedom. Jonathan Hopkins, in his thesis
work suggests that in some of these cases, exact constraint is theoretically possible with less than
six corresponding constraints. One of the reasons for making this kit is to provide a tool for
studying these constraint arrangements.

10

1.3 Hypothesis

Using this toolkit should help develop understanding of constraint based design. Learning some
aspects of constraint based design involve a spatial understanding of how constraints interact. At
some point, these interactions become harder to model and imagine. A hands-on tool that allows
one to physically model rigid bodies and constraints would allow one to learn the behavior of
these constraint interactions more easily. By making the tool modular, it will allow a person to
get more hands-on experience without the cost of creating multiple tools.

To display the usefulness of this kit in the real world, it needs to be used by people learning
constraint based design. Blanding describes ways in which to manufacture less sophisticated
temporary physical models to achieve similar goals, however, so it is reasonable to assume that
the process has merit. Gauging their ability to have an intuitive sense for constraint design
before and after using the kit is difficult, especially without being able to compare large groups
of sample students. Once the kit is actually used in a classroom setting, there will be actual proof
of its usefulness.

Flexure design is extremely important to machines that require extreme precision.

Flexure

components, because they can operate within their elastically, can be made to be extremely
repeatable and accurate with very little friction. A few examples of precision instruments that
work using flexures include probe microscopes, interferometers, electron lithography machines
(Smith). All precise machines that rely on flexures must be designed with knowledge of how to
handle forces and displacements in the system. Understanding degrees of freedom in design is
the first step toward creating flexure based mechanisms.
11

Given that there are scenarios in which physically modeling constraint arrangement could be
useful, this project seeks to create such a kit with an emphasis on minimizing its complexity.
The value of this kit would be in its ability to create models quickly with much less time and cost

than machining and assembling parts for multiple mechanisms, each only demonstrating one
arrangement.

The toolkit is intended to be used in creating low level physical models for mechanisms to
observe their constraint behavior. By taking theoretical models and creating physical models for
them, the toolkit should allow one to understand theoretical models on a more intuitive level.
Hands-on experience is a key to learning mechanical design principles. A compliant mechanism
toolkit would be helpful in building that hands-on experience.

12

CHAPTER 2
2 Design Requirements for Compliant
Mechanism Learning Tool
This section outlines the requirements of the learning tool kit and a basic approach on how to
meet those demands.

2.1 Functional Requirements

This kit created in this project must simulate the static and dynamic behavior of compliant
mechanisms with ideal constraints as closely as possibly while maintaining the ability to be
reconfigurable.

Since the motions of the kit components are not numerically measured and

compared to theoretical models in use, the main requirement for the kit elements is for them to
visibly behave like ideal constraints and rigid bodies. Leaving aside the methods for making the
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device reconfigurable, there are a few requirements needed for making the device behave like an
ideal mechanism:

Compliant elements must behave like ideal constraints.

An ideal constrain is stiff only in the

axial direction, allowing for tip deflections and rotation about its axis. For this toolkit, the
magnitude of deflections is not critical, but they must be clearly visible.

Kit elements must be attached together rigidly. All motion should be in the compliant element
and not at the point of attachment. This is particularly challenging to maintain while leaving
these points detachable for purposes of reconfiguration. The flexible elements have an expected
displacement is less than 0.5 inches, which is acceptable, but this must be able to happen without

sliding between the attachment points. The kit elements do not need to support a large amount of
force, but they should not be so sensitive that they are disrupted by under 2 pound of force.

The elements connected to the toolkit walls by the flexible components, called stages, and the
walls themselves must be rigid.

It is desired to see the movement of a stage relative to fixed

ground. Alike the attachment points, any appreciable movement of the walls while bending a
flexible component needs to be avoided.

Beyond the requirements needed to make the kit elements behave like theoretical elements, there
are some practical requirements that make this kit feasible for production and use in a learning
environment. These requirements are related to the cost, size, and ease of use of the device.

First, the kit must be relatively inexpensive. The target overall cost for the kit is roughly $300.
This kit is designed as a learning aid and a substitute for creating more permanent elements for
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multiple constraint arrangements. If the kit is more costly that producing a few permanent
examples that can demonstrate

most of the same principles, then this kit does not hold a

significant cost advantage per concept learned.

Also, the kit must be compact. Intended for use on a table top setting, the kit cannot become too

large or it will not only become more expensive, but it will be heavy and harder to store. The
maximum desired size for the toolkit would be less than 1 cubic foot, and the kit should weigh
less than 15 lbs. Related to this, the components must also have a reasonable part count. If the

kit requires dozens of rigid stages and many separate compliant elements, it loses the advantage
of being reconfigurable.

By making the kit easy to use, it allows for physical models to be assembled quickly and without
too much effort. Putting together mechanisms should be a simple process to understand and
implement. This includes being able to easily make a visual connection between the theoretical
models and the physical apparatus.

2.2 Design Concept

For attaching parts together in temporary but roughly rigid arrangement, this kit uses strong rare
earth neodymium magnets to stick to steel surfaces. At the price of some rigidity, magnetically
attaching components allows for flexibility in the reconfiguration of the device and makes the kit
very simple and easy to use. While detachable, the force required to separate these magnets from
a steel surface should exceed the forces applied in the process of testing constraint arrangements.
The magnet remains fixed unless a considerable amount of pulling force is applied to it, and so it
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is able simulate a rigid attachment between components. With a stronger applied force, the
magnet will then begin to slide from its position, but the one or two pounds applied to kit
elements is expected to be less than that required to move the magnets. Considering the compact
size of these magnets, they can apply a good amount of force (8.021b disc magnet, 6.03 cube

magnets).

For the flexible elements, it is useful to be able to fix them at varying angles from the surface of
the rigid bodies.

A drawing of this is given in figure 2 below.

To accomplish this, a ball and

socket provide the ability to rotate the angle of attachment with respect to the axis of the
constraint. To see the dynamic effect of displacing the elements, it is necessary to be able to fix

the angle of the ball joint. To achieve having connecting elements of different lengths, the uses
interchangeable flexible cylindrical beams of different lengths made of a cheaper material.

Figure 2. Connecting piece mounted at adjustable angle.

To be able to configure mechanisms with constraints on multiple axes, the ground for this kit is a
three walled box allowing for mounting on any surface inside the kit. Similarly, the rigid stages
for the kit must also be designed to have multiple surfaces to which constraints can be mounted.
In some cases it may be helpful to have rigid stages marked or made in a few basic geometries.
16

The flexible material itself, which for the purposes of this kit was chosen to be a type of plastic is

modeled as a cantilevered beam under load. The tip deflection of the beam then depends on the
geometry of the beam, its elastic modulus, and the force applied at the tip of the beam. For the
0.25 inch diameter 6 inch long polycarbonate rods used, a 1 pound force applied at the end of the
beam would result in a displacement of 0.162 inches perpendicular to the axis of the beam. This
is enough to achieve the desired visible displacement of the beam.

Most of the design choices were made around the design of the flexible piece that would be used
to connect the rigid elements. The initial concept was to make one or more types of whole
pieces that were flexible had a magnet attached to either end. The advantage of this design was
mostly its simplicity. A figure of this concept is given as figure 3.

Figure 3. Magnet pressed in rod end.

The trouble with a non-adjustable flexible component is that unless the only desire arrangements
all had orthogonal constraints, the rigid body would need to be shaped for each ideal constraint
arrangement, and it would also be necessary to find a way to mount to the surface of the walls
and base plate at varying angles.
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A ball and socket joint was considered because free moving without bending any components, it
produces the same constraint behavior as an ideal wire flexure. One design considered for fixing
the end of the ball joint was to use a tightening nut that gripped around the entire ball joint.

A

figure of this concept is given in figure 4.

Figure 4. Connector concept for use with tightening nut.
This design is similar to the current prototype design except that instead of using a set screw to
hold the ball in place, a nut would be used to tighten the connector around the ball like a collet.

Due to the complexity and precision required to make this design, it was not used for the
prototype.

A Pugh Chart summarizing the design tradeoffs between the various types of connecting pieces
is given in figure 5. The main factors considered in deciding between the different options were:

1. Flexibility- The ability to swivel at connection point and extend component length

2. Rigidity- The rigidity between the magnet and the flexible beam
18

3. Complexity- Part count and manufacturing cost

Collet Style
Connector

Connecter with Set

Single Member

Screw

Connector

/f

Flexibility

+

+

Rigidty

+

+

Complexity

++
+

Figure 5. Pugh chart for connectors.
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CHAPTER 3
3

Summary of Constraint Theory

This chapter outlines some constraint design theory. The learning toolkit is intended for use in
supporting and testing these theories.

3.1 Ideal Constraint and Rotations

The movement of an object in three dimensional space is conventionally described in six degrees

of freedom. The six degrees of freedom are translations and rotations about three orthogonal
axes. In designing mechanisms, a designer intends to achieve a specific type of motion that
includes some of these degrees of freedom while eliminating others. Douglass Blanding (Exact
Constraint: Machine Design Using Kinematic Principles, 1999) sources his own work to be an
expansion of constraint based machine design theory first published by James Clerk Maxwell
("General Considerations Concerning Scientific Apparatus", 1890). Blanding provides some
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tools for mathematically analyzing constraints. With complaint mechanisms, this is achieved
through the use flexible constraint elements which connect rigid stages of a mechanism. An
ideal constraint eliminates one degree-of-freedom while allowing for movement in all other
directions. Modeling this mathematically, an ideal constraint is a straight line that runs along a
flexible component and eliminates movement along its axis. Similarly, lines can be drawn to
model the remaining degrees of freedom. The lines representing the axis for a rotational degreeof-freedom will be referred to as freedom lines. Properly placed, constraints can be used to
eliminate all unnecessary degrees of freedom yielding the desired motion of a mechanism.

Blanding innovated by creating methods of finding freedom lines from imposed constraints, and
redefining degrees of freedom for the purposes of using these methods. Describing movements
separately as translations and rotations does not allow for a uniform method describing how to
find both. The concept of translations is abandoned and replaced with the idea of rotations about
a line that is a considerable distance away. At a large distance, this can be seen as a reasonable

approximation, and as the distance to this line approaches infinity, it becomes completely
accurate. A movement along a straight line is the same as movement along the arc of a circle
with infinite radius. Thus, all degrees of freedom can be expressed as pure rotations.

The simple relationship between constraints and freedom lines is that each freedom line will
intersect with every constraint line.

Starting with motion along a plane, a total of three

independent constrains can be applied. A pair of constraints intersecting at a single point is
equivalent to any other pair of constraints intersecting at the same point, and so a body free to
move in a plane can have anywhere between three constraints (exactly constrained) and zero
constraints (free to rotate along three axes). In the case where two constraints intersect at an
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obvious location, that location is the instant center of rotation for that rigid body, and it is free to
rotate along an axis perpendicular to the two constant lines.

As two constraint lines become

parallel, their intersection point goes to infinity, and so their instant center of rotation is about an
axis located at infinity. Having defined rotations about a line at infinity as a replacement for the

conventional notion of translations, it becomes clear how this behavior is exactly what one
would predict intuitively from a four bar mechanism.

Before projecting this model into three dimension space, consider again the plane mechanism
with parallel constraints.

In a plane it is clear that the parallel lines intersect at infinity, but in

that case it would seem that there are two lines at either end of the constraints that would satisfy
this condition.

As one considers the same degree-of-freedom

associated in three dimensional

space, it becomes conceivable that those two lines are actually the same freedom line and are
part of a circle of infinite radius.

In three dimensions a freedom line still must intersect all

constraint lines, so it is necessary to be able to view freedom lines at infinity as circles to be able

to find all the intersections.

The toolkit serves as a bridge between the theoretical models and getting a physical
understanding how to build a machine. Having an idea of how constraint arrangements behave
becomes easier after seeing a physical model of something imagined theoretically. Blanding
suggests making bench level models for constraint arrangements using cardboard and glue to
develop some understanding before creating models out of metal. The toolkit provides a way to
skip the cardboard model and save cost from building models out of metal.
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3.2 Constraints and Rotations in 3D

In three dimensional space, there also becomes an issue of multiple solutions to freedom lines.
In the thesis work of Jonathan Hopkins (MIT Mechanical Engineering), he terms these patterns
constraint bins. Three major cases arise: First, multiple parallel freedom lines might intersect
with all constraint lines. In this case, all parallel constraint lines along that plane are also
solutions creating a plane of solutions. Second, two freedom lines intersect at a single point
along a plane. In this case, all freedom lines intersecting at that point along the same plane are
also a solution and define a 'radial disc' along a plane of solutions. Third, three different
freedom lines not in the same plane intersect all constraints at the same point defining a 'sphere'
of freedom line solutions. From these cases, there are only as many independent rotational
degree-of-freedom lines as are mutually orthogonal solutions. In the case of the plane of lines,
there is only one solution, in the case of the disc there are two, and in the case of the sphere there
are three.

The convenience associated with using these constraint bins to characterize the number of
degrees of freedom is that it becomes simple to deal with the case of redundant freedom lines. In
the case where there is overlap of solutions between two constraint bins, the number of
independent rotational degree-of-freedom lines is the sum of the two minus the number of
overlapping solutions. For an example, consider two discs of freedom lines that have one line in
common between the two. The total number of independent solutions is equal three- two from
each disk minus the single overlap.

In the case where the two discs shared a common center,

this would be the obvious answer, as the two would define a sphere of solutions.
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The total number of rotational degree-of-freedom lines is an important quantity, because it is
equal to 6 - c where c is the number of constraints on a rigid body. Conversely, for a desired

motion with a set number of free rotations, it is instantly obvious exactly how many constraints
are needed. This is one of the concepts first outlined by Maxwell in his paper. Blanding
describes it as the Rule of Complementary Patterns. This relation holds true for all cases except
for a few possible exceptions. Cases where coupled degrees of freedom exist or other unique
arrangements are not as clear, but leaving those aside for the meanwhile, it becomes possible to
easily find the complementary pattern of freedom lines to a set of constraints.

In figure 6 below, an example of the relationship between constraints and freedom lines is
shown. The constraints are imposed on the rigid block (solid lines). Thin lines passing through
the solid lines represent the constraint lines. The rotational degree-of-freedom lines are drawn as

dashed lines intersecting those.

ifinity

I
I
I
I

lanel
..

...

· · ·..

Figure 6. A rigid cube with three imposed constraints.
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A physical model of a very similar arrangement is given in figure [] below.

Figure 7. Physical model of constraint arrangement.

Through the point of intersection of the two constraint lines, a disc of infinite freedom line
solutions (a constraint bin) intersecting the third constraint line is formed. From this disc,
exactly two freedom lines can be chosen that are orthogonal.

The last freedom line, is the path

around a circle of infinite radius, and intersects all three lines because parallel lines intersect at
infinity. This is slightly confusing because it requires imagining the intersection of the line at
infinity with a constraint line which is parallel to it. Intuitively, this rotation makes sense after

imagined as a translation orthogonal to all the constraints. The total number of rotation degreeof-freedom lines associated with this model is therefore three, exactly 6 - c where c = 3

constraints.
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3.3 Issues with the Rule of Complimentary Patterns

In some arrangements, however, rotational degrees of freedom are not independent of each other.
In these cases, degree-of-freedom lines are coupled and add as vector components to produce
motion. Blanding describes a couple cases of coupled degrees of freedom, one including a
helical degree-of-freedom. While fairly easy to intuitively imagine, a helical degree-of-freedom
is not easy to draw or explain in terms of freedom and constraint lines.

Also in the case of

coupled degrees of freedom the finding the complementary rotations to a pattern of constraints is
not described. If a helical degree-of-freedom is coupled, then one should be impossible to create
without using at least five constraints.

An example considered by this project is a type of helical degree-of-freedom created by three
ideal constraints connecting a circular disc to ground. The rigid body being represented as a
circular disk is only for convenience in seeing the pattern in which the two are attached. Two
positions of this arrangement of constraints are shown below in figure 8.

i
I
i

i
i
i

i

i
I

I

i

r

I
;i
?

I

1

ii

I

i

i

i
1

i

Figure 8. Two three-constraint arrangements between circular rigid objects.
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The two arrangements shown are positions of interest with constraints attached at these positions.
In the fully upright position shown on the right, there is a very basic arrangement of constraints
that can be easily characterized using constraint lines and freedom lines. In that case it is clear
that there are rotations about lines on the two infinite loops not in plane with the circles shown

and one about a line parallel to the three constraints. This is equivalent to saying that the disk is
free to translate along the plane of the disk and rotate along an axis perpendicular to that plane.
Interesting behavior of this mechanism, however, happens with the rotation of the stage. As it
rotates, the ends of the constraint elements deflect in a direction tangential to the circle to which
they are attached. The small deflection of these elements does produce a very small translation
of the disc vertically, but for small deflections this effect is typically ignored and that motion is
considered as constrained.

The drawing on the left side of figure 8 represents the same disc with the same length constraints
after the stage has been rotated considerably. Here, the constraints are no longer parallel and are
instead askew to each other, making it very difficult to identify a complementary pattern of
rotational freedom lines. Without solving for a solution mathematically, it is possible to see how
contains a coupled degree-of-freedom from the way it has moved from one position to the other.
While rotating, the vertical position of the disc has changed. Also, in this position, it is clear that
the planar translations possible in the arrangement shown on the right hand side of the figure are
no longer possible. This can be rationalized by the introduction of stiffness along that plane of
motion that is not present in the right hand figure. Looking at the deflection of the tip of each
constraint element, each is free to deflect slightly and rotate along the axis of the constraint. The

rotation of the rigid stage about its axis is still unconstrained because the tips of the constraints
are free to deflect in two directions perpendicular to their axes, radially and tangentially to the
27

circle to which they are attached. The arrangement instead seems to display only one helical

degree-of-freedom while only using only three constraints.

In this case, the rule of

complementary patterns seems to fail.

3.4 Relevance to Learning Tool

Whether or not this is a correct characterization of the behavior of this arrangement of
constraints in the three constraint helix example is not obvious. What this example demonstrates

most is how finding a pattern of complementary freedom lines is certainly not always trivial, and
how the number of rotational degrees of freedom plus the number of constraints might not equal
six in all cases. A physical model of this arrangement of constraints is helpful, because it allows
one to manipulate the model to find its actual motion which gives more information than the
current theoretical model. This is not only true for the helix example, but the kit is also useful

for getting visualization of other designs.
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CHAPTER 4
4

Fabrication and Assembly of a Prototype

The prototype of the kit achieved most of the design requirements while being fairly inexpensive
and simple to use and understand. The following describes the specific components and their
features. A picture of the final version of the prototype is shown in figure 9.
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Figure 9. Toolkit prototype.

The box representing the rigid walls for the structure is made of three 1 foot x 1 foot stainless

steel plates connected together using cube magnets. While not necessary for the practical
application of the kit, connecting the walls via magnets allows the walls to be taken apart and
stored in a more compact fashion.

Because the bottom plate rests on a table or some other

surface, it was possible to use 0.029 inch thick steel.

Stiffness in the walls is a concern.

To

accurately simulate an attachment to rigid ground, the side walls of the kit need a considerably

high stiffness to prevent bending along the surface of the plates which are only attached by two
sides. To achieve the desired stiffness thicker 1/8 inch steel was used for the side walls. This

change increased wall rigidity by a factor 64. To make these plates lighter without completely
compromising their rigidity, four 3.75 inch square pockets were milled from the back of the
plates reducing the material weight of each wall by 19.5%.
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For the flexible element of this kit, 1/4 inch polycarbonate rods were used. Plastic rod was chosen
for its relatively low Young's Modulus (roughly 2GPa) and polycarbonate had the desired cost
effectiveness ($0.43 per 6 inch part) and machinability. The ends of the polycarbonate rod are
easily threaded and screwed into a connecting piece that allows the rod to pivot about the end of
a ball joint. A

/4

- 20 thread was put at the ends of each rod for 0.75 inches of length in order to

provide roughly '/2 inch of travel for the elongation of the flexible component by roughly /2 inch
on either end of the rod. The /4 inch diameter was chosen for its popularity with threaded female
shanks on commercially available ball and socket joint connectors.

To conveniently acquire a small number of ball joint heads for this kit, ball joints were taken
from quick disconnect ball joint linkages sold conventionally. A picture of one is shown in
figure 10. These ball joint heads were originally fitted with male threaded shanks attached to
them. These were machined off and after roughing the surface of the disc magnets the ball joint
heads were glued to the surface of the neodymium magnets.

Figure 10. Quick disconnect linkage.
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The connecting piece between the ball joint and the threaded rods is made out of aluminum in
order to not be affected by the magnet. Holding the ball in place in the socket is a set screw. For
the final design of the kit, these set screws are 8-32 nylon cap screws.

Nylon was chosen to

replace the metal set screws to reduce wear on the ball joint heads. Loosened, the ball and joint
configuration has the constraint characteristics of an ideal wire flexure, which is that of an ideal

constraint. This type of configuration is helpful for finding the free motions of a constrained
body. When tightened, the set screws lock the position of the ball and socket joints deflecting
only with bending and rotation within the polycarbonate rods. This extra stiffness allows one to
work with configurations that would otherwise collapse under the force of gravity and observe
the mechanism's response to deflections. This aluminum connecting piece is easily fabricated
from stock aluminum using a lathe and a mill.

A few pictures of this connection are given in figure 3. On the left there is a picture of the ball
and magnet, and on the right is a picture with the aluminum connecting piece attached.

Figure 11. Ball joint head and ball joint with connecting piece.

The purpose of making these parts separate from the connecting rods is to make the complicated
moving elements as robust as possible. By separating the parts of the flexible connecting piece,
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no one piece of the kit becomes especially valuable. In the case that any part of this kit were to
break, it would ideally be on a less expensive part. The aluminum connecting piece is 35 times
stronger than the polycarbonate rod. If the rod were to fail, the expensive aluminum part would
still be useful.

Another advantage to building separate parts is that it allows for flexible components of different
lengths using the same mounting and connecting pieces by simply creating polycarbonate rods of
different lengths. Threading a considerable potion of the rods also allows the part to be slightly
extendable. In figure 4 a picture of the connecting piece attached to one of the rods.

1..
Figure 12. Threaded rod connected to ball and socket joint.
Currently, there is a need to create a more robust rigid stage or set of rigid stages for these
mechanisms. Currently, the kit has been used with 1/8 inch thick blocks of 3/4inch box extrusion
and a specially cut plate of steel for use in configuring the helix example from chapter 3. These
rigid stages must be fairly lightweight to minimize the influence of body forces but must be large
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enough to easily work with. Another element to these stages is that they need to have multiple
surface angles for the constraints to attach due to the limitations in mounting angles of ball and

socket joints.
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CHAPTER 5
The results of testing are outlined in this chapter. These tests also include a physical model of
the helical mechanism described in chapter 3.

5

Results of Experimentation

Several complaint mechanisms were assembled even despite the current lack of rigid stages to
make some of the more complicated arrangements. The results of testing on the helical example
described in chapter 3 are given.
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5.1 General Results

The toolkit achieved most of the desired characteristics. Once an arrangement was put together,
the rigid stage could be displaced by hand. Displacement of rigid stages observed on a 6 inch

long constraint element before compromising the rigid attachment was roughly 0.3 inches.
Rotation of rigid stages was harder to measure but seemed to be typically 3 or 4 degrees. A
picture of the configuration used for measurements is given in figure 13.

---

Figure 13. Mechanism used for measurement of observations.

The dynamic response to translations was good. After being displaced in one direction and
released, the rigid state would oscillate in line with the direction it was displaced. The oscillation
then continued for more than 10 seconds. Rotations did not show such obvious dynamic effects.

Since it is harder to rotate components and release them without producing other motions, no
clear dynamic response was visible, as the stage would then vibrate in multiple directions.
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After working with the kit, it becomes clear that what is harder to imagine in the theoretical
model becomes simple using the kit, and what is simple using the theoretical model is harder to
imagine on a physical object. Translations, for instance are easy to imagine just by looking at
the pattern of constraints. It is then easy to imagine the theoretical circles of infinite radius that
represent that degree-of-freedom. Rotations about an axis passing through the object are a little
less obvious.

While easy to find first in a theoretical model as a line that intersects the all

constraints, finding which way the block rotates and connecting it to the corresponding freedom
line was more difficult.

Informal testing done with undergraduates using the toolkit was fairly successful. Students from
different academic fields (electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, computer scientists), were
able to learn basic concepts of freedom lines and constraints and identify their relation to
physical setups after manipulating a rigid stage on a simple arrangement of constraints.

The kit also achieved reasonable results in its usability. In total the kit weighs approximately
10.5 pounds, and ran under $200 of material costs used in the prototype.

5.2 The Helical Mechanism

The assembled prototype functions fairly well to expectations. It is fairly simple to use and
allows one to quickly assemble. This three constraint helical model was assembled to show its
characteristics with that example. A picture of this setup is given below in figure 14.
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__

____

Figure 14. Three constraint helical degree-of-freedom mechanism.

The rigid stage seen at the top of the picture is a water jet 5 inch circular cutout of thin steel

backed with adhesive foam for ease of handling. Slots are positioned on the circular cutout to
make positioning the points of attachment simple.

A second plate is on the bottom plate for

positioning purposes as well.

The behavior of this setup is similar to the predicted behavior of the model. Moved to a position
where all the constraints are parallel, the mechanism displays all the other degrees of freedom
predicted by the mathematical model. The disc could be moved along its plane and rotated about
a vertical axis. Moved to the position pictured, the rigid stage is free to rotate around the vertical
axis, but coupled with that rotation is a vertical displacement.

To be convinced that the motion of this rigid body represents a coupled degree-of-freedom,
physically manipulating the stage is quite helpful. Attempts to push/pull the stage vertically
while rotating it yield motion.

Attempts to rotate or vertically displace the rigid stage while
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keeping the other motion fixed are met with strong physical resistance.

The vertical

displacement itself was only about 0.1 inches, but note from figure 15 the magnitude of the
rotational displacement between the two figures.

15. Helical degree-of-freedom device being displaced.
The rotation displacement here is about 5 degrees. The vertical displacement, on the other hand
is still quite hard to see without viewing the disk from the side at eye level. It would be
interesting to observe the behavior of a similar setup where the constraint elements were
mounted at a more acute angle with respect to the ground plate. Unfortunately, the design has
limits on the amount the ball joint can swivel (30 degrees). Still, this example proved fairly well
the usefulness of this kit in exploring the motions of some slightly complicated constraint
geometries.
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CHAPTER 6
6 Recommendations for Improvement
6.1 Components of Interest

The performance of the kit components can be seen after assembling a few different assemblies.
The flexible component is the key component in this respect. This section will describe some
aspects of the performance of each component.

The magnetic attachment to rigid structures is very convenient, and has all the desired easy of
use characteristics, but in the current prototype, the glued joint between the ball joint and the
magnet was one of the ones most likely to fail. Although rarely occurring and most likely due to
a poorly prepared surface for the magnet, it is worth noting that this is the most difficult point for
such a device to fail because repair is time consuming, and replacement costs are substantial
(approximately $5 per part). The ball joints themselves, if they could be purchased without the
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quick disconnect would make the kit much cheaper. Also, while the magnets and the ball joints
seem to simulate a rigid attachment well, it is unknown to what degree they differ from
permanent attachments and if there are effects that are not visible.

A second point of concern is in the use of the set screws to fix the angle of the ball joint. The
current prototype is only using flat end set screws, which may be a problem, but it currently
requires a large amount of force to prevent the ball joint from rotating about the axis of the set
screw.

6.2 Recommendations

The problems associated with the moving ball joint are solvable in two ways. Motion could be
prevented simply by changing the type of set screw used, giving it a greater contact stress area
and making it easier to handle, or by adding a second set screw to the connector perpendicular to
the current one. This latter option should be avoided if necessary because it increases the
complexity of the kit.

For future iterations, it might be worth adding a notch to the polycarbonate rod reducing the
stiffness of these beams. A drawing of a notched rod is given in figure 16. In the current
prototype the beams do deflect with relative ease, but the force required to achieve these
deflections is too close to the limit of the pulling force that the magnets can apply in some
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orientations also require the sets screws in the connector to be fully tightened to avoid moving

the ball and socket connection.

N
l

Figure 16. Sketch of a groove to be inserted into a rod.

Adding a notch to the rods is a simple solution to help improve the existing prototype which is
currently fairly effective, but is not able to show a rigid body rotate more than 2 degrees. The

integrity of the rods is an area of concern. The critical load for Euler buckling for this geometry
is approximately 120 lbs. Flexural yielding in polycarbonate occurs at stresses of 52MPa. Since
the forces applied in the use of this kit a not close to plastically deforming or buckling the
polycarbonate rods, a notch would be possible without compromising the performance of the
beam.
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Appendix A

The following is a few engineering drawings of selected components.
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Appendix B

This appendix includes a list of parts purchased for the toolkit.
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Item

Price per item (dollars)

Price

Quantity

Part #

Quick-Disconnect Ball Joint

3.65

14

51.1

6058K32

Adhesive Backed Foam

8.57

1

8.57

8722K26

min 8'

0.85

8

6.8

8571K12

Aluminum Bar (0.5"x0.5"x 36")

18.5

1

18.5

86895K21

Stainless Steel 0.029" Plate

5.55

2

11.1

1316T11

27.23

2

54.46

4459T11

6.16

1

6.16

Plastic Rods (polycarbonate)

Stainless Steel 1/8" Plate
Nylon Thumb Screws 8-32

Total:

94320A190

156.69
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